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strangulation of the intestine which have occurred round this
artificially forned suspensory ligament. In writing on
endometritis resulting from z..aptic infection during miscarriage
or labor, lie miakes the statement that " the treatinent coin-
prises frequently repeated intra-uterine douches, thorough cu r-
etting of the uterus; and, finally, hysterectomy in extreme
cases." We consider this altogether misleading. The numer-
ous headaches, backaches, inenstrual pains and general neuras-
thenic symptoms, which forn the complaints of so nany weak
women, are not specially dealt with. .In fact, the work had
better have been caNed an operative gynecology. The illus-
trations are all of then good, and many of them new. The
index is full, which always increases tie value of a work of
reference. The nechanical execution of the book is good.
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Anerican Acadcny of Medicine. With, 178 illustrations
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Dr. Jackson lias given us another manual for the practitioner
and beginner in oplthalnology, which surpasses with few
exceptions all now published, and in regard to these few it is
even more easity understood than they. The style is concise,
but always makes clear his meaning. Great care is taken to
elucidate the treatment and the mode of applying it. Also
many little obstacles and peculiarities, which ever puzzle any
but an oculist, are detailed so as to meet all inquiries. Thus
there is no tautology, but at the saine time the grouping of
the diseases. aids very inuch in systematizing them in the
student's mind. Capitals and italies draw your attention to
important facts, and thus act almost as accurate marginal
notes, andi hence facilitate references to any subject. Refrac-
tion, and the ocular symptons associated with its errors, are so
portrayed as to convince the mnost sceptical reader of their
existence, and of the great necessity of having the refraction of
the eye properly tested whîen certain nervous and apparently
unaccountable conditions show theniselves. In other vcr'ds,
refraction of the eye is most excellently done. Many fornulP
are given. Throughout, Dr. Jackson lias, in his whole plan of
the book, most happily put himuself in the place of the very
reader he has written for. The plates of ail kinds and the
type are well executed and instructive.
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